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Re-Animation: Turning Toys Into Art Exhibit Opening

Louisville, KY - (October 30, 2012) - The Kentucky Museum of Art and Craft (KMAC), 715 W. Main
Street, presents Re-Animation: Turning Toys Into Art, an exhibition of kinetic and well-crafted play
things from two Louisville artists - Marvin Finn and Douglas Miller. This exhibit is curated by Nick
Hartman, a student currently enrolled in the Critical and Curatorial Studies Program at the University
of Louisville, as part of his continuing education. The exhibition will be displayed on the third floor
Brown-Forman gallery opening on November 2nd (Trolley Hop) through December 30.

Action/movement/play/reanimation are all integral components of the works within this exhibition. The
aspect of play and fun are driving elements of the pieces by Marvin Finn and Douglas Miller. These
Louisville-based artists use childhood objects and disassembled toys to conceptualize the whimsical
act of play. Although playful in tone, Re-Animation exhibits technically proficient, well executed,
kinetic pieces that will make all ages marvel.

MARVIN FINN
Although Marvin Finn is best known for crafting simplified folk art chickens, he began his art career by
making elaborate, large-scale toys. Finn's toys were meticulous in detail and incorporated intricate
moving parts. This kinetic aspect of his work was an important facet to Finn since he believed that the
movement of the work was what brought excitement and life to his pieces.  Finn's fascination with
everything mechanical led him to construction work, where he worked as a laborer for 26 years -- jobs
in construction, pumping gas, and loading barges. Since he was inspired by the size and scale of his
urban environment, he began making massive toys which reflected his child-like inspiration.

DOUGLAS MILLER
Fascinated by the objective of correction, Douglas Miller aims to showcase his belief that "(the) idea
of refinement relies on an elusive pursuit for perfection." Miller rearranges childhood objects and
symbols to challenge their culturally inherent significance. He alters pre-existing icons to challenge
meaning by "discern(ing) the impulse of correction and to reevaluate the influence of logic."
Concerning his usage of toys in his work, he states, "The connection with objects from your childhood
lasts into your adult life. Once they were tools to your creativity, I wanted to use them in a
similar way by reconstructing their physical properties." Through varying degrees of manipulation,
Miller is able to transform playful toys into unique physical objects and images which question their
original meaning. 
 
About our Curatorial Internship
The Kentucky Museum of Art and Craft is proud to offer internship programs that encourage students
to pursue careers in the art field and we welcome students and recent graduates who wish to broaden
their education and professional experience by working and learning in a not-for-profit museum. 
 
Our Curatorial Interns participate in all aspects of planning and presenting exhibitions, with the aid of
senior museum staff, in order to gain valuable skills and enrich their educational experience.
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The Kentucky Museum of Art and Craft is located at 715 West Main Street in downtown Louisville and
provides a platform to explore materials, techniques, and artistic expression. The Museum's goal is to
educate and inspire while promoting a better understanding of art and craft through exhibitions,
collaborations, outreach and the permanent collection. The Museum forges alliances within Kentucky,
regionally, nationally, and internationally in order to participate in a broader conversation about art and
its role in society. For more information, visit  www.kentuckyarts.org or call (502) 589-0102.
Museum hours are Tues.-Thurs. 10am-5pm, Sat.-Sun. 11am-5pm. The museum is closed on Mondays.
General admission is $6, FREE for museum members.

 
KMAC currently presents Storytelling As Craft, Chapter One, on view through November 11, 2012.
 
Upcoming exhibition: Wendell Castle: Forms Within Forms on view November 30 through February 4.
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The Kentucky Museum of Art and Craft, 715 West Main Street, Louisville, KY 40202 (502)589-0102.
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